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Press Information 

The bathroom specialists at the Hansgrohe spray research lab also work at creating the perfect 

acoustic water experience  

Quality Made by Hansgrohe: The Sound of Water Perfected 
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“Acoustic performance is one of the inner workings of a mixer or shower head and an indicator of the 
product’s quality.” Melanie Chaloupka is the acoustics expert at Hansgrohe, the bathroom specialist from 
the Black Forest. In the new research lab’s airborne sound test station, she listens carefully to optimise 
the sound of water in mixers and showers. 

Schiltach, January 2018. In the automotive industry, acoustics experts have long been 

important members of every development team. They ensure that an engine sounds just right 

and that the car doors make a pleasantly solid sound when they close. Melanie Chaloupka is 

the perfect listener at the Schiltach-based bathroom specialist Hansgrohe. “I contribute to 

making sure our products provide an experience with water that people can enjoy with all their 

senses, including the sense of hearing,” the process engineer says. The perfect sound of water 

flowing from a shower head or mixer should not be too loud or make unpleasant noises. 

According to Chaloupka, “Acoustic performance is one of the inner workings of a mixer or 

shower head and an indicator of the product’s quality.” 

The goal is to obtain Sound Power Level I certification for mixers and showers 

So-called structure-borne sound test benches help optimise acoustic performance. “We carry 

out standardised tests to obtain certification for our products,” Melanie Chaloupka explains. 
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These tests focus mainly on noises that can be heard in neighbouring rooms when the 

bathroom shower or tap is running. The product then receives certification depending on noise 

levels: Noise Classification I, II or U (unclassified). “The goal is to obtain Classification I.” The 

sound made by a shower head in this class is as quiet as the slight rustle of leaves in a forest.  

New R & D lab equipped with an airborne sound-testing chamber 

Additional technical equipment, such as an acoustic camera, is used to evaluate sound 

performance. Since the opening of its new research and development lab in the spring of 2016 

at its headquarters in Schiltach, the Black Forest bathroom specialist has had its own airborne 

sound-testing chamber. Here, several microphones are used, like in a sound studio or an 

anechoic chamber, to measure sound pressure levels. “In this chamber, we are shielded from 

the rest of the laboratory, enabling us to analyse, compare and classify products and obtain 

reproducible results,” the acoustics expert explains. This helps to detect hidden sources of 

sound inside products, “For the benefit of our customers, we use this know-how to optimise 

component geometries so that we can deliver a pleasurable shower experience without 

bothersome noises.” Noise testing in Germany is regulated by law. In order to receive a test 

mark, mixers have to be classified as Sound Power Level I or II. A Sound Power Level I mixer 

may not exceed 20 decibels at a sound pressure level of three bars. In this case, it is 

considered suitable for use in residential and hotel construction, offices, practices, hospitals, 

schools and similar facilities. “The new acoustic tests help us achieve our Sound Power Level I 

goal,” Chaloupka says. One of the most important certifications is the DIN-DVGW mark. The 

DVGW CERT (certification body of the German Technical and Scientific Association for Gas 

and Water) tests the following: materials, tightness, dimensions, hydraulic behaviour, 

mechanical wear, noise and surface properties. This certification mark on mixers and showers 

verifies that the products are of high quality and also ensures that users can enjoy a water 

experience undisturbed by extraneous sounds. 
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About the Hansgrohe Group 
With its brands AXOR and hansgrohe, the Hansgrohe Group, based in Schiltach/Southern 
Germany, enjoys a reputation as a leader in innovation, quality and design within the bath and 
kitchen industry. The Hansgrohe Group brings form and function to water with taps, 
showerheads and shower systems. The 116-year history of the company is marked by 
innovations such as the first hand-held shower with multiple spray types, the first pull-out 
kitchen tap, and the first wall bar to hold a hand-held shower. The company holds more than 
16,000 active property rights. The Hansgrohe Group stands for long-lasting quality products. 
With 34 subsidiaries and 21 sales offices supplying products in more than 140 countries, the 
company is a reliable partner to its customers around the world. The Hansgrohe Group, its 
brands and products have won numerous awards, including more than 500 design prizes since 
1974. Sustainable production of resource-conserving products is central to the company’s 
business activities around the globe. The products of the Hansgrohe Group are featured in 
projects around the world, such as the luxurious ocean liner Queen Mary 2, and the world’s 
tallest building, the Burj Khalifa in Dubai. The Group’s high quality standards are ensured by five 
wholly-owned production facilities: two in Germany, one each in France, the United States and 
China. In 2016, the Hansgrohe Group generated a turnover of EUR 1.029 billion. It employs 
more than 4,800 people worldwide, about 60 percent of whom work in Germany. 
 

  

Find out more about the Hansgrohe Group and its 
brands AXOR and hansgrohe on:  
www.facebook.com/axor.design 
www.facebook.com/hansgrohe 
www.twitter.com/Hansgrohe_PR 

 

 

iF Design Leader in the Sanitation Industry 
In the current ranking of the International Forum 
Design (iF) of the best companies in the world for 
design, the Hansgrohe Group, with its brands 
AXOR and hansgrohe, ranks 6th among 2,000 
listed companies. The 1040 points earned by the 
Schiltach-based fixtures and shower specialist 
outperform famous brands such as Audi, BMW or 
Apple and reconfirm the company’s leading 
position in the sanitation industry. 
www.hansgrohe.com/design 
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